MOONEY AIRCRAFT, INC.
Service L-20 16

DATE: 9-21-56
SUBJECT: Kit - Baggage Straps
REASON: To comply with C. A. A. Regulations
MODELS AFFECTED: M-20 Serial Nos. 1002 thru 1020
TIME OF COMPLIANCE: As soon as possible
PARTS LIST:
3302-1 (2) AN3-5A (4)
3302-2 (2) AN960-10 (2)
AN970-4 (4) AN365-1032 (2)
ENCLOSURE:
Notice of compliance card.

Instructions:
1. Remove access panel from lower wing (large panel with three inspection rings) below baggage compartment floor.
2. Remove baggage floor mat and bolt next to center bolt on each side at front of baggage floor (see Fig. 1). Discard these bolts.
3. Install 3302-1 as shown in Fig. 2.

4. Drill out first rivet forward of rear wall of baggage compartment next to center row on each side with #12 (.189)D drill and install 3302-2.
5. Drill floor mat temporarily and mark slots to be cut in mat forward of front strap attachments and just aft of rear strap attachments. Remove mat, cut slots, and replace mat inserting straps through slots.
6. Replace access panel on lower wing.
7. Return notice of compliance card properly filled out and signed. Installation is now complete.